Dear friends of EchoCuba,

In the Sierra Maestra mountains of eastern Cuba, young, inexperienced pastors are reaching their growing congregations by riding a home or walking to them. The need for transportation is such that it is not only impossible to live in the U.S. A. where we have to contend with the variety, this abundance of vehicles at the drop, expressways and freeways. Imagine walking 1.5 to 2 miles, in a bad mood (or worse, on an empty stomach) on a dusty, unpaved road, carrying loads of random things you've found to purchase "in town" for fear that you would come across nothing else any time soon. Well, this month's "Love Never Fails" newsletter is dedicated to those true Christian soldiers who are serving just like this within the Mountain Churches of Cuba.

Thank you for expressing your love and concern through your support of EchoCuba. Because of you, we are able to offer thousands of food and hurting people in Cuba what they desperately need: the love of Jesus. And please keep in mind that we consider it an honor to prayerfully intercede on your behalf, for we don't take for granted how we can be praying for you.

Grace, peace, and love be yours in abundance.

Dr. Tien A. Sally, Jr.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CEO

The Mountain Churches of Cuba
by Perry Sally

There are so many Christian churches sprinkling up all over Cuba (Steve Massey reports). The remainder of Cuba's population is growing in its literacy through the government's sponsored adult literacy classes. The churches that are growing are experiencing a growth spurt that is seen everywhere, in many, their minds and their missional vision is growing. Yet the government is still wary of the Christian church and is attempting to control and socialize them. As a result, church leaders are being asked to remain patient and respond to the government's various demands. Yet this is a difficult time for many churches, as they are struggling to maintain their traditions and values in order to remain true to their mission.

Sierra Maestra is a mountain range that runs through eastern Cuba, reaching a height of 1,400 feet. It is a symbol of the Cuban nation, and is considered by some to be the most beautiful mountain range in Cuba. However, the mountain range can be dangerous, and many people have died while attempting to climb it.

The Sierra Maestra range is Cuba's highest mountain range.

We appreciate your contribution.

Your financial gift will help in the following areas:

- To send evangelists teams into villages & towns
- To provide healthcare to developing areas
- To help train widows with skills that will allow them to survive financially
- To build schools that will train native pastors for full-time ministry

Let us all give love to those who are in physical and spiritual need.

GIVE NOW

Send Me A Message
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